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Lady Hawks 

Brioche Scarf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplies 

 Size 8/5 mm 24” circular knitting needles 

 2 skeins: Lime Green Cascade Superwash Wool 

 2 skeins: Navy Blue Cascade Superwash Wool 

Pattern definitions: 

 p2tog:  purl two together (this stitch contains a yarn over and a purl) 

 k2tog: knit two together (this stitch contains a yarn over and a knit) 

 yo: yarn over 

 yf: yarn forward 

 sl: slip * NOTE* for the brioche pattern all slip stitches will be purl wise 

Helpful pattern hints: 

 Two rows of the brioche purl stitches will be combined with yarn overs 

 Two rows of the brioche knit stitches will be combined with yarn forwards 

 When working the brioche knit rows the yarn forwards will be in front of the work. After you slip 

the next stitch your yarn will still be in front. This is ok, just knit the next stitch by bringing the 

yarn over the top of the slipped stitch and over the needle. Technically, this is a yarn over, but 

adding that wording in the “official directions” will be too confusing. Don’t worry, once you start 

working the stitches it will make sense. The pictures are there for reference as well. 

Cast on:  
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 Fold needles in half to create a size 16 needle  

 Cast on 45 stitches in long tail method with Lime Green 

 

 Carefully, slide out one of the needles out the back side. 

You will be using both ends of the needle; blue will be on one side and green on the other.  

 

 Turn work and attach Navy Blue you will be knitting with this color first. 

   

 Set up Row: k1 *Yf, sl1, k1; repeat from * to end. Drop Navy Blue yarn, DO NOT TURN, slide stitches to 

other side of needle and use Lime Green  

  Row 1: Lime Green    sl1, *p2tog, sl1yo; repeat from * to end until last two stitches, brp1, sl1. Drop 

Lime, turn work, use Navy Blue 

 

Row 2: Navy Blue    p1, *sl1yo, p2tog; repeat from * to end until last two stitches, sl1yo p1. Drop 

Navy Blue, DO NOT TURN WORK slide work to other end of needle and use Lime Green 
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Row 3: Lime Green    sl1 *k2tog, yf, sl1, yo; repeat from * to end until last three stitches, k2tog, sl1. 

Drop Lime Green, turn work, use Navy Blue 

Row 4: Navy Blue    k1 *yf, sl1, yo, k2tog; repeat from * to end until last two stitches, yf, sl1, k1. Drop 

Navy Blue, DO NOT TURN WORK slide work to other end of needle and use Lime Green 

Continue in this manner until scarf measures 48”  

Bind off/Cast off: 

Use regular bind off/cast off. Use knit bind off when knit stitches are on needle, and switch to purl bind 

off when purl stitches are on needle. 

Tassels:  make three Lime Green with Navy Blue tie and wrap, and three Navy Blue with Lime Green tie 

and wrap 

 Using a 4” width piece of cardboard wrap yarn 30 times and then cut one end of the looped 

yarn.  

 With the opposite color of yarn tie the strands together in the center with a loose knot.   

 Hold this knot, allowing the strands to hang down in half. 

 Place a 6” piece of the same color yarn ½ inch below the top of the folded strands and wrap 

tightly until a thick band appears and tie a tight knot. 

 Weave in loose ends of knot 

 Attach at even intervals along both ends 

 

 


